
VARIATIONS ON THE ROUTE 18/03/2017

stage - from 

Stade

stage in 

Italy Stage Variation - What Variation Where Date

49 1 BRENNERO - VIPITENO No variation

50 2 VIPITENO - BRESSANONE No variation 2016-05-01

51 3 BRESSANONE - CHIUSA No variation

52 4 CHIUSA - COLLALBO No variation

53 5 COLLALBO - BOLZANO stretches of steep 

path with large 

slope

From SopraBolzano to Bolzano, if bad weather and if not properly equipped with hiking boots please

follow the path CAI 2: white track

54 6 BOLZANO - TERMENO No variation

55 7 TERMENO - SALORNO No variation

56 8 SALORNO - TRENTO No variation

57 9 TRENTO - LEVICO TERME No variation

58 10 LEVICO TERME - BORGO VALSUGANA No variation Take Via Cervia, after crossing the SP, and continue on this road for 500m to Via Barco that

we follow to the right, without turning on the road to the right that we meet at 350m; having

been closed the passage on the railroad, we have to take the Via per Barco which also takes us

on the bike path.

2016-12-24

59 11 BORGO VALSUGANA - CISMON DEL GRAPPA No variation

60 12 CISMON DEL GRAPPA - BASSANO DEL GRAPPA No variation

61 13 BASSANO DEL GRAPPA - PIAZZOLA No variation

62 14 PIAZZOLA - PADOVA No variation

63 15 PADOVA - MONSELICE No variation

64 16 MONSELICE - ROVIGO No variation

65 17 ROVIGO - POLESELLA No variation

66 18 POLESELLA -  - FERRARA No variation

67 19 FERRARA - TRAGHETTO No variation

68 20 TRAGHETTO - ARGENTA No variation

69 21 ARGENTA - VALLI DI COMACCHIO No variation

70 22 VALLI DI COMACCHIO - CASALBORSETTI No variation

71 23 CASALBORSETTI - RAVENNA No variation

72 24 RAVENNA - FORLI’ Arrive in Forlì Before you enter in Forlì there are two roads. The indicated one in the Guide is for pedestrians and for

cyclists: it gets to Ronco and, following the Ronco-Bidente River, it gets to Meldola. The second,

intended only for cyclists (for safety) gets inside the city of Forlì. At the sign indicating the village of

Borgo Sisa you can avoid the industrial zone and reach the center of Forlì. Turn right on pedestrian

bridge that crosses the river Ronco and connects Ravegnana road: follow the blue route and get to the

center. From here you go to San Martino in Strada and then, on the left, the Via Monda. Then

Scardavilla and finally Meldola. It is not suitable for walkers because in the provincial road Monda

(San Martino-Meldola) along about 600 ml ther is a narrow quay-side and a lot of traffic (safety issue).

We asked the Municipality of Forlì to active the safety of the tract.

2016-08-01
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Departure from 

Forlì

As we said above, from P.za Saffi, we go by bike to Corso Diaz, pass the Castle and take the cycle path

along Via dell'Appennino that you lead in San Martino and turn off in Via Monda. Following the blue

route, you reach Scardavilla, then Meldola. Otherwise, if you are walking and in the centre of Forlì, go

along Via Emilia to Ronco, and in front of the church go down following the river (green path). From

Meldola, if you want to avoid the path along the river, especially in case of rain, follow the blue route

to Gualdo. For the pilgrims who have followed the path from Ronco along the river and have got to

the SP37 (Forlimpopoli), turn right the same road for 500 m then turn left to via Molino Selbagnone to

continue his journey, in order to avoid a privately owned tract not always clean and passable.

2016-08-01

Departure from 

Forlì

At the departure from the Ronco, it is better to get the path at the base of the embankment as far as

possible and then to climb the embankment. That to evoid the tall weeds and the reeds that grow

quickly.

2016-09-12

Where to sleep in 

CUSERCOLI

# The Hotel-Restaurant Il Cantone has changed its manager and the phone number. This support is

now closed for burning. We added B&B Faggi Gabriella: it's 800 ml far from the Via Romea line,

towards La Voltre  (see the page of the stage)

2017-03-14

74 26 CUSERCOLI - SANTA SOFIA No variation

75 27 SANTA SOFIA - BAGNO DI ROMAGNA Pay attention!!! Two km after S.Sofia, you leave the provincial route (Santa Sofia-Spinello). In bad weather it is better

to follow the same route. The same is in the locality at Raggio where you should cross the fields (in

some season they might be ploughed or with high grass).

2016-08-12

76 28 BAGNO DI ROMAGNA - VALLE SANTA No variation

76A 28V variante PASSO SERRA - LA VERNA No variation

77 29 VALLE SANTA - CHITIGNANO undesirable 

meetings with dogs 

and inhospitable 

people

After the farmahouse of Camparsena and the next ford on Fosso Grande, the trail climbs towards

Sarna; 900m and you'll find a fork in the woods: avoid the right path (old path), to prevent free dogs

and their owner and take the left path (track-orange mountain as bike path); you'll get to Croce di

Sarna, where you can continue the journey towards Chitignano, leaving on the right and 300m far the

village-castle of Sarna.

2016-05-01

77A 29V LA VERNA - SARNA - CHITIGNANO Crossing Chiusi 

della Verna

Walking down from the Sanctuary of La Verna, also for providings of food and water, it is appropriate

to pass through the town of Chiusi della Verna; so, when got to the first houses of Beccia, turn left and 

follow the path that leads you to the village center, then to Vezzano , a small town with the church

where Michelangelo was baptized; the trail continues for about 1 km without gradients, then it

resumes the CAI path that leads you to the Croce di Sarna.

2016-07-01

78 30 CHITIGNANO - SUBBIANO No variation

79 31 SUBBIANO - AREZZO Service points The Franciscans friars cannot give hospitality

80 32 AREZZO - CASTIGLION FIORENTINO No variation

81 33 CASTIGLION FIORENTINO - CORTONA No variation

82 34 CORTONA - POZZUOLO CAST.DEL LAGO Visit to the 

sanctuary of Santa 

Maria delle Grazie 

in Calcinaio

see description on the website, stage n. 34 2016-05-01

83 35 POZZUOLO CAST.DEL LAGO - PACIANO route interruption In Casa Maggiore it is not possible to descend into the valley below. So at the fork on the SP302 road

(toward Casamaggiore) you must continue straight toward Gioiella (orange route in the site map). The

path is still marked on site

84 36 PACIANO - CITTA' DELLA PIEVE No variation

85 37 CITTA’ DELLA PIEVE - FICULLE No variation

73 25 FORLI' - CUSERCOLI
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86 38 FICULLE - ORVIETO for bikers After Ponte Giulio, cyclists can continue straight on the main road towards the centre of Orvieto. For

pedestrians instead, on this road there isn’t the necessary security because of narrow quay-side and

a lot of traffic

2016-08-12

87 39 ORVIETO - LUBRIANO / CIVITA DI B. Path between 

Lubriano and Civita 

Bagnoregio

Now the path that from Lubriano gets to Civita Bagnoregio is not walkable as indicated in the Guide.

You must go down toward the torrent on the road near the Restaurant IL FRANTOIO as far as you find

again the signs of the Via Romea Germanica

2017-03-18

88 40 LUBRIANO / CIVITA - MONTEFIASCONE Pay attention!!! Before getting Montefiascone you cross the SS71 (crossroads with SP129) - In front of you there is a

cabin of Electric Energy. Take the path on the left and continue beyond the bush. There are no signs of

VRG, but a ban old sign.

2016-08-12

89 41 MONTEFIASCONE - VITERBO No variation

90 42 VITERBO - VETRALLA No variation

91 43 VETRALLA - SUTRI No variation

92 44 SUTRI - CAMPAGNANO DI ROMA No variation

93 45 CAMPAGNANO DI ROMA - LA STORTA No variation

94 46 LA STORTA - ROMA Another way to 

Rome

After the exit from Park of Insugherata we suggest an alternative and better route. Reached Via

Augusto Conti you can go right up to the Monte Mario's railway station. Then a bike trail takes you to

Mount Ciocci and then to St. Peter. So you can avoid city traffic.

2016-10-08


